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The only resources designed for the Cambridge IGCSE® Chinese as a First Language syllabus (0509). Take an active approach to first language Chinese with activities that reinforce
language learning and expand vocabulary and idioms. The coursebook focuses on building students' reading and writing skills through real Mandarin Chinese texts about different topics, such
as Chinese philosophers and sport. It also provides opportunities to develop essential life skills including creative thinking, communication and problem solving. At the end of the course,
students should be able to critically analyse literary work written in Chinese and demonstrate a strong writing ability. Suggested answers to the coursebook questions are in the teacher's book.
A revision guide tailored to the AS and A Level Chemistry syllabus (9701) for first examination in 2016.
The Complete Chemistry for Cambridge IGCSE Student Book's stretching approach is trusted by teachers around the world to support advanced understanding and achievement. With plenty
of engaging material, practice questions and practical ideas, this updated edition contains everything your students need to succeed in Cambridge IGCSE Chemistry.
Providing guidance that helps students practice and troubleshoot their exam technique, these books send them into their exam with the confidence to aim for the best grades. - Enables
students to avoid common misconceptions and mistakes by highlighting them throughout - Builds students' skills constructing and writing answers as they progress through a range of practice
questions - Allows students to mark their own responses and easily identify areas for improvement using the answers in the back of the book - Helps students target their revision and focus on
important concepts and skills with key objectives at the beginning of every chapter - Ensures that students maximise their time in the exam by including examiner's tops and suggestions on
how to approach the questions This title has not been through the Cambridge International Examinations endorsement process.
The best-selling Complete Chemistry for Cambridge IGCSE Student Book is trusted by teachers around the world to support understanding and achievement. The popular, stretching
approach will help students to reach their full potential. Written by an experienced author, this updated print and online pack is full of engaging content with up-to-date examples to cover all
aspects of the 0620 Cambridge syllabus. The step-by-step approach will lead students through the course in a logical learning order building knowledge and practical skills with regular
questions and practical activities. Extension material will stretch the highest ability students and prepare them to take the next step in their learning. Practice exam questions will consolidate
student understanding and prepare them for exam success. Each book is compliemented with access to online content containing a wealth of extra support for students including practice
exam questions, revision checklists and advice on how to prepare for an examination.
If you are looking for a good IGCSE chemistry book, I would recommend this one to you.This book is easy to read and understand. It has lots of information which are very useful and helpful
for your study, revision and examination. At the end of each chapters, there are many questions for you to attempt so that you can know how you are faring. I believe You will love this book
and do well in your study, revision and examination. Best of luck to you.
Written by highly experienced authors, Cambridge IGCSE Chemistry Workbook provides complete support for the IGCSE Chemistry syllabus offered by CIE. This book contains exercises that
provide clear progression to students as they go along. A wide variety of questions develop all the skills needed to succeed in the IGCSE Chemistry examination. Simple and clear language
makes this book accessible to a range of abilities. This workbook is fully endorsed by CIE and is intended to be used alongside the Cambridge IGCSE Chemistry Coursebook. A Teacher's
Resource CD-ROM is also available.

The text of Chemistry: IGCSE and O Level is clearly separated into core and extension material, with questions at the end of each section to test understanding. General material
includes revision guidance, past-examination questions with answers and a glossary of key terms.
Prepare students with complete coverage of the latest Cambridge IGCSE syllabus for Chemistry. Collins’ Cambridge IGCSE Teacher Packs are full of lesson ideas, practical
instructions, technician’s notes, planning support and more. • Ensure complete and comprehensive coverage of the latest Cambridge IGCSE Chemistry syllabus • Access
effective lesson plan ideas with split into flexible learning episodes with all answers to student book questions provided • Be prepared with lists of resources, clear objectives and
outcomes and notes on common misconceptions to help you get the most out of every lesson • Support learning with a range of activity sheets • Make practicals easy with clear
instructions for students and technicians fully checked for safety and effectiveness by CLEAPSS • Help medium- and long-term planning with a clear overview of each topic and
links to other topics highlighted • One of a range of new books supporting the Cambridge IGCSE science syllabuses, approved for use as Cambridge International Level 2
Certificates in UK state schools
A concise revision guide for IGCSE Chemistry written by experienced teachers and the authors of the popular Complete Chemistry for IGCSE. Suitable for students of all ability
levels, it provides not only revision material but a huge bank of practice questions. It contains vocabulary-based exercises to support EAL students.
Prepare students with complete coverage of the latest Cambridge IGCSE® syllabus for Chemistry. Collins’ Cambridge IGCSE® Teacher Packs are full of lesson ideas, practical
instructions, technician’s notes, planning support and more.
Cambridge IGCSE® Physical Science resources tailored to the 0652 syllabus for first examination in 2019, and all components of the series are endorsed by Cambridge
International Examinations. This Chemistry Workbook is tailored to the Cambridge IGCSE® Physical Science (0652) syllabus for first examination in 2019 and is endorsed for
learner support by Cambridge International Examinations. The workbook covers both the Core and the Supplement material. Developing students' scientific skills, the workbook
exercises are complemented by self-assessment checklists to help students evaluate their work as they go. Answers are provided at the back of the book.
This text has been developed to give maximum support for students studying for the Cambridge International Examinations GCSE. International case studies are used
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throughout, 'localising' learning. An interactive CD ROM, supporting study and revision, and practical work, is included.
Exam Board: Cambridge Level: IGCSE Subject: Biology First teaching: September 2015; First exams: June 2017 Suitable for the 2020 exams Letts Cambridge IGCSE® Biology
Revision Guide provides clear and accessible revision content to support all students, with practice opportunities to build your confidence and help you prepare for the Cambridge
IGCSE® Biology assessments. Covering the latest Cambridge IGCSE® Biology syllabus, this revision guide includes: * Clear and concise syllabus coverage, with the extended
material clearly differentiated * Topics in short, user-friendly sections to help you plan your revision in manageable chunks * Revision tips to provide essential assessment
guidance * Quick tests and exam-style practice questions for every topic, so you can check your progress and develop your exam skills * A supporting glossary with easy-tounderstand definitions of key terms ms
Cambridge IGCSE® Chemistry Revision Guide provides clear and accessible revision content to support all students, with lots of practice opportunities to build your confidence and help you
prepare for your Cambridge IGCSE® Chemistry assessments. Covering the latest Cambridge IGCSE® Chemistry syllabus, this revision guide includes: * Clear and concise syllabus coverage,
with the extended material clearly differentiated* Topics in short, user-friendly sections to help you plan your revision in manageable chunks* Revision tips to provide essential assessment
guidance
Exam Board: Cambridge Level: IGCSE Subject: Chemistry First teaching: September 2015; First exams: June 2017 Suitable for the 2020 exams Letts Cambridge IGCSE® Chemistry Revision
Guide provides clear and accessible revision content to support all students, with practice opportunities to build confidence and help prepare for your Cambridge IGCSE® Chemistry
assessments. Covering the latest Cambridge IGCSE® Chemistry syllabus, this revision guide includes: Clear and concise syllabus coverage, with the extended material clearly differentiated
Topics in short, user-friendly sections to help you plan your revision in manageable chunks Revision tips to provide essential assessment guidance Quick test and exam-style practice
questions for every topic, so you can check your progress and develop your exam skills A supporting glossary with easy-to-understand definitions of key terms
Improve scientific enquiry and practical skills with suggested key experiments and simple, structured guidance. The Practical Skills Workbook provides additional support for the accompanying
Cambridge IGCSE(tm) Chemistry Textbook. - Become accomplished scientists: the workbook provides a series of investigations with step-by-step guidance which leads you through the
method and the use of apparatus, complete with safety notes. - Improve the quality of written work: guidance, prompts and write in frames provided throughout to help you record your
observations, interpret data and evaluate the experiment. - Develop understanding and build confidence: plenty of exam-style questions are provided for preparation for practical exams or
alternatives, whilst 'Going Further' questions encourage you to stretch yourself.
Exam Board: Cambridge Assessment International Education Level: IGCSE Subject: Science First Teaching: September 2015 First Exam: June 2017 Make best use of your department's
specialist skills with this all-in-one textbook, designed and organized by an experienced Combined and Co-ordinated Science syllabus teacher. Providing full coverage for the Cambridge
IGCSE Combined and Co-ordinated Science (0653 and 0654) syllabuses, this single textbook approach makes classroom teaching easier by covering the syllabus content for the three
Sciences together in one place. It facilitates a coordinated teaching approach across separate classes, with content organized in line with the syllabus for subject specialists, and provides easy
and cost-effective transitioning for students moving from a combined course to a coordinated one where they show clear improvement during their course. - Make classroom teaching easier
with a single textbook covering the syllabus content for the three Sciences - Use one textbook across separate classes, with content organized in line with the syllabus for subject specialists Easy and cost-effective transitioning for students moving between the two levels, with all content covered in one place
Collins Cambridge IGCSE(R) Combined Science provides full coverage of all core and extended topics in the new syllabus in one book. Carefully developed features including Science in
Context, questions, Science Links and more allowing students to build firm scientific knowledge, develop practical skills and approach exams with confidence. - Full coverage of the Cambridge
IGCSE(R) Combined Science syllabus 0653 (for first examination in 2019)- All extended material covered and clearly differentiated- Written by experienced authors who are specialists in their
field- Packed with questions throughout to check understanding and confirm knowledge- 'Science in Context' boxes help students to engage with the subject and deepen their understanding'Science Links' allow students to make links between topics- Investigative tasks develop students' practical science skills- Exam-style questions help students hone their technique- Further
carefully developed features include end of topic checklists, worked examples, knowledge checks, and learning objectives to provide a clear, engaging resource for students Collins is working
with Cambridge International Examinations towards endorsement of this title.IGCSE(R) is the registered trademark of Cambridge International Examinations.
This is a complete StudyBook of chemistry prepared as per the latest Cambridge IGCSE Syllabus. Cambridge International AS and A Level Chemistry encourages learners to explore their
subject in depth. It has been written in consultation with many experienced teachers and Subject Matter Experts (SMEs), to help the learners develop not only the subject knowledge, but also
to gain a strong understanding of some of the key concepts that are critical to mastering the subject.
This edition of our successful series to support the Cambridge IGCSE Chemistry syllabus (0620) is fully updated for the revised syllabus from first examination from 2016. Written by a team
with teaching and examining experience, Cambridge IGCSE Chemistry Coursebook with CD-ROM gives comprehensive and accessible coverage of the syllabus. Suggestions for practical
activities are included, designed to help develop the required experimental skills. Exam-style questions at the end of each chapter and a host of revision and practice material on the CD-ROM
are designed to help students maximise their chances in their examinations. Answers to the exam-style questions in the Coursebook are provided on the CD-ROM.
Revise IGCSE Mathematics
Written by an experienced teacher, this concise and trusted revision guide has now been updated. It includes everything students of all abilities need to build their exam confidence. Dedicated
vocabulary exercises are included to support EAL students.
The Cambridge IGCSE® & O Level Chemistry Exam Success Guide fully supports the latest Cambridge IGCSE (0620) & O Level (5070) syllabuses and is suitable for use alongside our
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Complete and Essential IGCSE Chemistry series. The Guide helps students cope with the increased rigour of linear IGCSEs by bringing clarity and focus to exam preparation and by providing
explicit exam guidance. Learners can recap content through easy-to-digest chunks, apply this via targeted revision activities, review and reflect on their work, and use exam practice and
worked examples to achieve best results. The Chemistry Exam Success Guide is written by Roger Norris, Cambridge chief examiner for IGCSE Chemistry, and Lawrie Ryan, series editor of
the Essential Science series. Students can benefit from their expertise and excellent understanding of what support learners need in order to reach their full potential. Other resources are also
available: a Practical Workbook, Student Books and Workbooks. The Practical Workbook helps students to achieve practical exam success. The Complete or Essential Student Book is at the
heart of delivering the course and is available in print, online or in a great-value print and online pack. The Complete or Essential Workbook is for independent practice and strengthens exam
potential inside and outside the classroom.
Cambridge IGCSE® Chemistry Revision GuideCambridge University Press
This edition of our successful series to support the Cambridge IGCSE Physics syllabus (0625) is fully updated for the revised syllabus for first examination from 2016. Written by highly
experienced author, Cambridge IGCSE Physics Coursebook with CD-ROM gives comprehensive and accessible coverage of the syllabus. Suggestions for practical activities are included,
designed to help develop the required experimental skills. Exam-style questions at the end of each chapter and a host of revision and practice material on the CD-ROM are designed to help
students maximise their chances in their examinations. Answers to the exam-style questions in the Coursebook are provided on the CD-ROM.
The Cambridge IGCSE Chemistry Revision Guide supports students through their course, containing specifically designed features to help students apply their knowledge as they prepare for
assessment.
The bestselling title, developed by International experts - now updated to offer comprehensive coverage of the core and extended topics in the latest syllabus. - Includes a student's CD-ROM
featuring interactive tests and practice for all examination papers - Covers the core and supplement sections of the updated syllabus - Supported by the most comprehensive range of
additional material, including Teacher Resources, Laboratory Books, Practice Books and Revision Guides - Written by renowned, expert authors with vast experience of teaching and
examining international qualifications We are working with Cambridge International Examinations to gain endorsement.
Fully updated and matched to the Cambridge syllabus, this stretching Student Book is trusted by teachers around the world to support advanced understanding and achievement at IGCSE.
The popular, stretching approach will help students to reach their full potiential. Written by experienced authors, this updated edition is full of engaging content with up-to-date examples to
cover all aspects of the Cambridge syllabus. The step-by-step approach will lead students through the course in a logical learning order building knowledge and practical skills with regular
questions and practical activities. Extension material will stretch the highest ability students and prepare them to take the next step in their learning. Practice exam questions will consolidate
student understanding and prepare them for exam success. You will also receive free access to extra support online, including practice exam questions, revision checklists and advice on how
to prepare for an examination.
Endorsed by Cambridge Assessment International Education to support the full syllabus. The bestselling title, developed by International experts - now updated to offer comprehensive
coverage of the core and extended topics in the latest syllabus. - Includes a student's CD-ROM featuring interactive tests and practice for all examination papers - Covers the core and
supplement sections of the updated syllabus - Supported by the most comprehensive range of additional material, including Teacher Resources, Laboratory Books, Practice Books and
Revision Guides - Written by renowned, expert authors with vast experience of teaching and examining international qualifications Answers to all questions can be found on the Teacher's CD
Rom.
Letts Cambridge IGCSE(R) Chemistry Revision Guide provides clear and accessible revision content to support all students, with lots of practice opportunities to build your confidence and
help you prepare for your Cambridge IGCSE(R) Chemistry assessments. Covering the latest Cambridge IGCSE(R) Chemistry syllabus, this revision guide includes: - Clear and concise
syllabus coverage, with the extended material clearly differentiated- Topics in short, user-friendly sections to help you plan your revision in manageable chunks- Revision tips to provide
essential assessment guidance- Quick test and exam-style practice questions for every topic, so you can check your progress and develop your exam skills- A supporting glossary with easy-tounderstand definitions of key terms
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